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 History of Minecraft 

Minecraft is a sandbox indie game originally created by Swedish programmer Markus "Notch" Persson and 

later developed and published by Mojang. It was publicly released for the PC on May 17, 2009, as a 

developmental alpha version and, after gradual updates, was published as a full release version on 

November 18, 2011. A version for Android was released a month earlier on October 7, and an iOS version 

was released on November 17, 2011. On May 9, 2012, the game was released on Xbox 360 as anXbox Live 

Arcade game, co-developed by 4J Studios. All versions of Minecraft receive periodic updates. 

Survival Mode 

In this mode, players have to gather natural resources (such as wood, stone, etc.) found in the environment 

in order to craft certain blocks and items. Depending on the difficulty, monsters spawn at darker places on 

the map, necessitating that the player builds a shelter at night. The mode also features a health bar which is 

depleted by attacks from monsters, falls, drowning, falling into lava, suffocation, starvation, and other events. 

Players also have a hunger bar, which must be periodically refilled by eating food in-game, except in 

peaceful mode, in which the hunger bar does not drain. If the hunger bar is depleted, then the health bar will 



slowly diminish. Health replenishes when players have a nearly full hunger bar, and also regenerates 

regardless of fullness if players play on the easiest difficulty. 

There are a wide variety of items that players can craft in Minecraft. Players can craft armor, which can help 

mitigate damage from attacks, while weapons such as swords can be crafted to kill enemies and other 

animals more easily. Players may acquire different resources to craft tools, such as weapons, armor, food, 

and various other items. By acquiring better resources, players can craft more effective items. For example, 

tools such as axes, shovels, or pickaxes, can be used to chop down trees, dig soil, and mine ores, 

respectively; and tools made out of better resources (such as iron in place of stone) perform their tasks more 

quickly and can be used more heavily before breaking. Players may also trade goods with villager mobs 

through a bartering system. Emeralds are often the currency of the villagers, although some trade with 

wheat or other materials.  

The game has an inventory system and players are limited to the number of items they can carry. Upon 

dying, items in the players' inventories are dropped, and players respawn at the current spawn point, which 

is set by default where players begin the game, but can be reset if players sleep in beds in-game. Dropped 

items can be recovered if players can reach them before they despawn. Players may acquire experience 

points by killing mobs and other players, mining, smelting ores, breeding animals, and cooking food. 

Experience can then be spent on enchanting tools, armor and weapons. Enchanted items are generally 

more powerful, last longer, or have other special effects.  

Players may also play in hardcore mode, a variant of survival mode that differs primarily in the game being 

locked to the hardest gameplay setting as well as featuring permadeath; upon players' death, their world is 

deleted. 

Creative Mode
1
 

In creative mode, players have access to most of the resources and items in the game through the inventory 

menu, and can place or remove them instantly. Players, able to fly freely around the game world, do not take 

environmental or mob damage, and are not affected by hunger. The game mode helps players focus on 

building and creating large projects.  
                                                

1 This is a gamemode 



Adventure Mode
2
 

Adventure mode was added to Minecraft in version 1.3; it was designed specifically so that players could 

experience user crafted custom maps and adventures. Gameplay is similar to survival mode but introduces 

various player restrictions such as disabling the ability to place and destroy blocks without the appropriate 

tools. This is so that players can obtain the required items and experience adventures in the way that the 

mapmaker intended. Another addition designed for custom maps is the command block; this block allows 

mapmakers to expand interactions with players through certain server commands. 

  

                                                

2 This is also a gamemode 
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